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For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (А, В, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an
example at the beginning (0).

Example:

A communicate В discuss C command D signal

Dopamine
From your biochemistry classes, you might remember that dopamine is a neurotransmitter, something that helps the
brain 0 _____ with other parts of our body.

What it effectively does is 1 _____ you for doing things that it sees as beneficial to you. Exercising, eating healthily,
and spending time outdoors – activities that 2 _____ your well-being. However, there is a way to ‘fool’ your body
into 3 _____ additional dopamine – many highly-addictive 4 _____ like alcohol and tobacco do exactly that. Is too
much dopamine a bad thing, then?

The idea of ‘more is better’, however, does not 5 _____ to dopamine. If there is too much of it in our body, either
naturally or artificially, you become less responsive to it. This results in higher levels of dopamine required to feel
the same pleasure. The person then ends up 6 _____ more of the drug or whatever else to reach the desired effect.
Additionally, an increased amount of dopamine can 7 _____ to hallucinations and even schizophrenia.

Similarly, 8 _____ levels of dopamine can cause depression, anxiety, dullness, or even Parkinson’s disease.
Remedies for that can differ – for some, a change in lifestyle is enough, while others might have no other option than
to resort to medication.

1 A gift B reward C present D bestow
2 A provoke B guarantee C ensure D insure
3 A releasing B ejecting C dropping D launching
4 A products B items C substances D chemicals
5 A apply B function C work D agree
6 A eating B drinking C taking D buying
7 A cause B lead C result D bring
8 A absent B missing C lacking D insufficient
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Answers and explanations
1. B – reward. To better understand what word you need here, it is advised to read further. The next sentence

illustrates the situation with some examples. ‘D – bestow’ is more commonly found in a more ceremonial
context when talking about titles and other honourable things. ‘A- gift’ and ‘C – present’ are normally used
with an object. In other words, you gift or present SOMETHING.

2. C – ensure. To ensure is to make sure that something takes place. ‘A – provoke’ is not good as it is more
commonly used with negative words, e.g. ‘to provoke a conflict’. ‘B – guarantee’ is a bit extreme here, as no
suggestion of guaranteeing anything is made. ‘Insure’ is a different word that has to do with insurance.

3. A – releasing. A more commonly used word in relation to various chemicals. ‘To eject’ is to let outside, very
similar to ‘drop’, but more technical. ‘Launching’ works better with ballistic things like missiles.

4. C – substances. This is the only word that both ‘alcohol’ and ‘tobacco’ can be described as in this context.
‘Product’ does not fit at all, as it is a word more commonly found in marketing texts. An item is a part of a
list, e.g. a shopping list. ‘Chemicals’ is not very accurate as it is a ready-to-use thing, not a primitive
chemical.

5. A – apply. ‘Apply’ and ‘work’ are the two words that work here contextually, but the preposition that follows
only goes well with ‘apply’. In a context like this one, we would say something like ‘… it does not work
WITH dopamine’.

6. C – taking. ‘Taking’ can be used when talking about medication or drugs (the latter described alcohol and
tobacco well). Some examples are given that include both liquid (alcohol) and solid (tobacco) things, so
‘eating’ and ‘drinking’ can’t be used for that reason. ‘Buying’ is not the focus of the sentence – we are more
concerned about the fact that they consume addictive substances.

7. B – lead. Another case where the preposition after the gap is crucial. ‘To cause something’; ‘To result IN
something’; ‘to bring something’.

8. D – insufficient. ‘Absent’ and ‘missing’ both have the idea of zero levels of something, something that is not
there. From the context, we should understand that we are talking about low rather than zero levels of
dopamine, because the previous paragraph focused on higher amounts of it. ‘Insufficient’ is the best
collocation here.
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